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Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "unfair"?
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is steadying, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $20 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, own their own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Morningstar.com service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the flat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "cure"?

This fall, the Government Blockchain Association (GBA) (www.ghglobal.org) has partnered with a coalition of blockchain associations to present Blockchain & Infrastructure, a two-day hybrid event coupling an educational seminar with a networking reception. As the debate over blockchain and cryptocurrency vouchers through Congress, one thing is crystal clear: government regulation of this technology is on the table now. Government policy makers need relevant information to craft the legislation being demanded of them. This 2-day seminar is a crucial conduit in that education.

On Tuesday afternoon, September 28, GBA's evening reception will introduce law makers and government leaders to the people and organizations using this technology in positive and productive ways. Creating open dialogue is paramount if we are to establish a healthy legal framework where consumers are protected and innovation and economic development flourish.

For more information, including live and virtual tickets, go to www.governmentblockchainfoundation.org.

Source: GBA
Japan Corporate News Network KK.
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Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the S1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, hearings stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the ranks of crypto "investors," tasked with funding the infrastructure bill. Are the flat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? Are capital flight and the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding or being the victim?

This fall, the Government Blockchain Association (GBA) (www.governmentblockchain.org) has partnered with a coalition of blockchain associations to present Blockchain & Infrastructure, a two-day hybrid event coupling an educational seminar with a networking reception. As the debate over blockchain and cryptocurrencies reaches through Congress, one thing is crystal clear: government regulation of this technology is on the table NOW. Government policy makers need relevant information to craft the legislation being demanded of them. This two-day seminar is a crash course in that education.

On Tuesday evening, September 28, GBA’s award reception will introduce the makers and government leaders to the people and organizations using this technology in positive and productive ways. Creating open dialogue is paramount if we are to establish a healthy legal framework where consumers are protected and innovation and economic development flourish.

For more information, including live and virtual tickets, go to www.governmentblockchainfoundation.org

Source: GBA
Copyright 2021 ACN Newswire. All rights reserved
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Government wakes up to blockchain & cryptocurrency

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto “brokers” tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the ‘cruft’?

This fall, the Government Blockchain Association (GBA) [www.gbaglobal.org] has partnered with a coalition of blockchain associations to present Blockchain & Infrastructure, a two-day hybrid event coupling an educational seminar with a networking reception. As the debate over blockchain and cryptocurrency torches through Congress, one thing is crystal clear: government regulation of this technology is on the table NOW. Government policy makers need relevant information to craft the legislation being demanded of them. This 2-day seminar is a crash course in that education.

On Tuesday evening, September 28, GBAs evening reception will introduce law makers and government leaders to the people and organizations using this technology in positive and productive ways. Creating open dialogue is paramount if we are to establish a healthy legal framework where consumers are protected and innovation and economic development flourishes.
Appyty [PH]
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[Link to the article: https://bitcoinpress.co.uk/government-wakes-up-to-blockchain-cryptocurrency/]
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Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The United States dollar is deteriorating, & cryptocurrency usage is increasing. Will this pattern injured the international financial system?

Washington, D.C. Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN-Newswire) - In August, the United States Senate authorized

https://cryptopress.network/government-wakes-up-to-blockchain-cryptocurrency/
Daily Bubble News [US]

Government Blockchain Association to Present Blockchain & Infrastructure.

Sep 17, 2021

The Government Blockchain Association (GBA) is an international nonprofit professional association with its headquarters located in Fairfax, Virginia.
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The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system? Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill,

정부는 블록체인 및 암호화폐에 깨어난다.

El Salvador Bitcoin Wallet to Be Released on Sept 7: Nayib Bukele (엘살바도르 비트 코인 지갑은 7월에 출시 됨)

Nayib 부케레 2021년 08월 24일 17시 00분 El Salvador president announced on Twitter that the Chivo bitcoin wallet would launch on Sept 7. He confirmed that bitcoin user would not be mandatory. The country will install 200 ATMs and prepare bank branches to handle bitcoin transactions El Salvador.

Related News

1. Cryptocurrency LIVE: BTC, ETH and DOGE prices rebound after 'dormant wallet wakes up' (조호 외래 라이브: BTC, ETH 및 DOGE 가격은 '잠만한 지갑이 깨어난다'

2. International Women's Day Summit 2021: Amplifying Her Voice (국제 여성의 날 촉진의 목소리)

3. Iranian currency rates for September 2 (8일 이란 화폐)
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Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto “brokers” tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the
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OTCPM24 [US]

Government Wakes Up To Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

Name | Price
--- | ---
Bitcoin (BTC) | $47,283.00
Ethereum (ETH) | $3,337.32
Cardano (ADA) | $2.33
XRP (XRP) | $0.06
Litecoin (LTC) | $177.03
Bitcoin Cash (BCH) | $613.28
Monero (XMR) | $264.16
IOTA (MIOTA) | $1.56
Dash (DASH) | $195.16
NEM (XEM) | $0.180139
Government Wakes Up To Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

October 14, 2021

The government is finally recognizing the potential of blockchain and cryptocurrency. The rise of cryptocurrencies has been rapid, and now, with the help of blockchain technology, they are poised to revolutionize the financial industry.

In a recent statement, the government acknowledged the need to adapt to this new financial landscape. "We are looking into how we can best integrate these technologies into our existing systems," said the finance minister. "Blockchain has the potential to improve transparency and reduce fraud, while cryptocurrencies could revolutionize how we transfer value."
StockTwits

https://stocktwits.com/ACN_Newswire/message/379057208
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GBA

Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the teams of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "culprit"?

Tumbral

https://www.tumbral.com/blog/acn-newswire
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Continue here: acnnewswire.com/press-release/

#Blockchain #CryptocurrencyNews

To get updates, follow us @acnnewswire

https://twitter.com/acnnewswire/status/1439169095975329794
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency
Continue here: #Blockchain #CryptocurrencyNews To get updates, follow us @acnnewswire

GBA Presents:
Blockchain & Infrastructure
2-Day Hybrid Event
Washington DC
9/27-28/2021

#GBAevents
#GBAglobal
www.gbaglobal.org

https://www.twuko.com/acnnewswire/tweet/1439169095975329794
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The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 trillion Infrastructure bill, as part of the $1.9 trillion budget bill. Language in this bill suggests that $20 billion in funding will come from enforcing tax reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, N柔 stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Money.re service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the infrastructure bill. Are the flat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "culprit"?
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13 September 2021 - 10:53PM
JCN Newswire (English)

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto “brokers” tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the tax and crypto taxes being piloted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the “cure”?
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

WASHINGTON, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other?
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

By Asia PEVC - September 13, 2021

In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto “brokers” tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the strait...
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The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated

https://www.asiabiztoday.com/acn-news-feed/?id=1&artId=69551#
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Written by ACN Newswire - Press Releases

GBA

Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $2.8 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or

Read more >>#
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The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

By Mario Jones - September 19, 2021

In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $228 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned...
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The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

By Marie Jones - September 18, 2021

Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 48 million Americans, own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shivs the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "culprit"?
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The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that

Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Build Back Better. Language in this bill suggests that $20 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further research from The Ascent, a Moody's Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before wanted cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the list of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "culprit"?

https://www.intellasia.net/government-wakes-up-to-blockchain-cryptocurrency-958404
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The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Build Back Better. Language in this bill suggests that $28 billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the list of crypto "traders" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the flat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taking the "cure"?
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(MENA FN - GetNews) The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency.

Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, the US government is waking up to the potential benefits of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies.
Government Wakes up to Blockchain Cryptocurrency

Written by ACN Newswire

Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from the Accenture-Milken Institute report that over 70% of Americans who have never before owned

Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 48 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto...

https://www.newsr.in/n/Press+Releases/1zn3nftj7h/Government-Wakes-up-to-Blockchain-Cryptocurrency.htm
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The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $128 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, NASDAQ stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the infrastructure bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the 'culprit'?
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The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax reporting

https://www.phstocks.com/government-wakes-up-to-blockchain-cryptocurrency/
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

GBA

Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the flat and crypto sides being pitched against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the 'culprit'?

https://www.quamnet.com/post/xM70bSKzSYQCCqbzPaeRZ
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Tuesday, 14 September 2021, 5:58 am
Press Release: Asia Corporate News Network - ACN Newswire

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate

Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

13 September 2021 / ACN Newswire

GBA Presents: Blockchain & Infrastructure
2-Day Hybrid Event

https://scoopasia.com/government-wakes-up-to-blockchain-cryptocurrency/
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The US dollar is eroding. & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - [ACN Newswire] - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Outlay. The language in this bill suggests that $20 Billion in funding will come from enforcing “tax reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers.” A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Navigant stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 40 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the infrastructure bill. Are the existing crypto sides being pulled against each other? As capital flight strains the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "sultan"?

Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 (ACN Newswire): In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $26 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by toxing the "culprit"?

https://www.techphlie.com/p/acn-newswire.html?id=43&artId=69551#
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $2M billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, NDAO stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "culprit"?

https://timestech.in/acn-newswire/?id=43&artId=69551#
The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising.

Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

Washington, DC, Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the 'culprit'?
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency
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The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the flat and crypto stocks being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "crazy"?

Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto “brokers” tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fast and crypto-wies being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrivels the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the Supertax?
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 25% of Americans who have never owned cryptocurrency are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "culprit"?

GBA Presents: Blockchain & Infrastructure
2-Day Hybrid Event
Washington DC
9/27-28/2021
#GBAEvents
#GBAFlorida
www.GBAglobal.org

https://www.direktbroker.de/news/the-us-dollar-is-eroding-and-cryptocurrency-use-is-rising-61965087
Government Wakes Up To Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $26 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax ...

https://world.einnews.com/search/Government+Wakes+up+to+Blockchain+%26+Cryptocurrency/
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (CNW Group) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in the bill suggests that $26 billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nascar stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Assent, a Moody’s Fitch service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto ‘brokers’ tasked with funding the infrastructure bill. Are the hat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight strains the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the ‘villain’?

GBA Presents: Blockchain & Infrastructure 2 Day Virtual Event
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

GBA

(firmenpresse) - Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - [ACN NewsWire] - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $20 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 40 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the ranks of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the US and crypto being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "culprit"?

This fall, the Government Blockchain Association (GBA) (www.gbaglobal.org) has partnered with a coalition of blockchain associations to present Blockchain & Infrastructure, a two-day hybrid event coupling an educational seminar with a networking reception. As the debate over blockchain and cryptocurrency rages through Congress, one thing is clear: national governance regulation of this technology is on the table NOW. Government policymakers need relevant information to craft the legislation being demanded of them. This 2-day seminar is a crash course.
Hotele Lublin [PL]

Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers.

Information
Provider: ACN Newswire
Tags: Climate, Crypto, Finance, Government, Technology, Congressional, Legislation, Research

Content
Key Points:
- Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers.
- A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency.
- This fall, the Government Blockchain Association (GBA) has partnered with a coalition of blockchain associations to present Blockchain & Infrastructure, a two-day hybrid event coupling an educational seminar with a networking reception.
- As the debates over blockchain and cryptocurrency flex through Congress, one thing is crystal clear: government regulation of this technology is on the table.
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The US dollar is eroding. & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept. 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 45 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from the Ascent, a Medley Pool service, predicts that over 20% of

https://jotup.co/node/1510087
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency.
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

By breakingnews.com: 5d

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system? In

https://www.dailyadvent.com/news/7ae5d563b5fc74ce799dac1c9342a1ec-Government-Wakes-up-to-Blockchain--Cryptocurrency
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is eroding. Cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $29 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, own their own cryptocurrency. Further research from The Ascent, a Money Foot service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "thieves" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fat and crypto shoes being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taking the "culprit"?
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (Acnn NEWSWIRE) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $360 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers.

A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nadia said that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascend, a Mobility Food Service, predicts that over 26% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the flatt and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "cuprite"?

https://www.trading-house.net/news/the-us-dollar-is-eroding-and-cryptocurrency-use-is-rising-61965087
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

September 13 2021 - 10:53PM
JCN Newswire (English)

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto “holders” tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the tax and crypto taxes being piled against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the ‘cure’?

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $288 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by laxing the

https://www.benzinga.com/pressreleases/21/09/a22913399/government-wakes-up-to-blockchain-cryptocurrency
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 86 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight strengthens the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by蚕食 this "subject?"

This fall, the Government Blockchain Association (GBA) (www.gbaglobal.org) has partnered with a coalition of blockchain-associations to present Blockchain & Infrastructure, a two day hybrid event coupling an educational seminar with a networking reception. As the debate over blockchain and cryptocurrency torches through Congress, one thing is crystal clear: government regulation of this technology is on the table NOW! Government policy makers need relevant information to craft the legislation being demanded of them. This 2-day webinar is a crash course in that education.

On Tuesday evening, September 28, GBA's evening reception will introduce lawmakers and government leaders to the people and organizations using this technology in positive and productive ways. Creating open dialogues in paramount if we are to establish a healthy legal framework where consumers are protected and innovation and economic development flourish.

For more information, including live and virtual Tickets, go to www.governmentblockchainfoundation.org.
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

WASHINGTON, D.C., Sept. 13, 2021 (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $2.2 Trillion Biden Platform. The bill suggests that $220 Billion in funding will come from a 7% tax on capital gains on cryptocurrencies. The tax is being voted on with strong opposition from those who have never before heard of cryptocurrency. Further research from the Senate, a popular social media practice, suggests that 30% of Americans who have never before heard of cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the realm of crypto enthusiasts with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the tax and crypto side being played against each other? Is this a way financial institutions can reverse the impact of the US dollar in Congress, responding by having the consumer?

This fall, the Government Blockchain Association (GBA), www.goblockchain.org, partnered with a coalition of blockchain associations to present Blockchain & Infrastructure, a two-day hybrid event hosting an educational seminar with a networking opportunity. As the debate over Blockchain and cryptocurrencies continues throughout Congress and other major government agencies, the need for clearer government regulation of this technology is on the rise. Government policy makers need relevant information to craft legislation being proposed at the Department of Justice and other federal agencies. The seminar is a great opportunity for attendees to learn more about the latest developments.

For more information, including live and virtual tickets, go to www.goblockchainfoundation.org.

Source: GBA

https://markets.financialcontent.com/crain.businessinsurance/news/read/41798619/government_wakes_up_to_blockchain_&_cryptocurrency
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. A language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the teams of crypto “brokers” tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the “culprit”? 

Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

By ACN Newswire

September 13, 2021 at 15:03 PM EDT

In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $37 billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency traders. A cryptocurrencies broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrencies. Just months earlier, Nettles stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 48 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before invested in cryptocurrencies, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 30.5 million Americans to the list of crypto “brokers” tasked with funding the infrastructure bill.

This fall, the Government Blockchain Association (GBA) [www.goblockchain.org] has partnered with a coalition of blockchain associations to present Blockchain & Infrastructure, a three-day hybrid event comprising an educational seminar with a networking reception. At the event, speakers will address blockchain and cryptocurrency training through business and technical perspectives.

For more information, including live and virtual “ticket” prices, visit www.governmentblockchainfoundation.org.
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

WASHINGTON, D.C., Sept 13, 2021—(ACN Newswire) — In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $29 billion in funding will come from enforcing tax reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, own their own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Money Paid service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the list and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "culprits"?
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

September 13, 2021 at 18:53 PM EDT

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Accent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 70% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being aligned against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "altcoins"?

This fall, the Government Blockchain Association (GBA) (www.gbagoal.org) has partnered with a coalition of blockchain associations to present Blockchain & Infrastructure, a two-day hybrid event coupling an educational seminar with a networking reception. As the debate over blockchain and cryptocurrency rages through Congress, one thing is crystal clear: government regulation of this technology is on the table now. Government policy makers need relevant information to craft the legislation being demanded of them. This 2-day seminar is a crash course in that education.

On Tuesday evening, September 28, GBA's evening reception will introduce law makers and government leaders to the people and organizations using this technology in positive and productive ways. Creating open dialogue is paramount if we are to establish a healthy legal framework where consumers are protected and innovation and economic development flourish.

For more information, including live and virtual Tickets, go to www.govtblockchainfoundation.org.
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

By: ACN Newswire

September 13, 2021 (ACN Newswire). In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Plan. Language in this bill suggests that $22 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency holders. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Moody’s stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 48 million Americans, hold some cryptocurrency. Further research found that 29% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 90 million Americans to the team of crypto “newcomers” tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fat and crypto sides being shielded against each other? Do critics, despite the power of the US dollar, have Congress responding to taxing the crypto?

The Financial Government Blockchain Association (FGBA) (www.fgba.org) has partnered with a coalition of blockchain associations to present Blockchain & Infrastructure, a one-day hybrid event combining an educational seminar with a networking reception. As the debate over blockchain and cryptocurrency rages through Congress, anything is conceivable, government regulation of this technology is on the table.

FGBA Government policy makers need essential information to craft the legislation being demanded of them. This 2-day seminar is a crash course in legislation.

On Tuesday evening, September 28, 2021, evening reception will introduce law makers and government leaders to the people and organizations using this technology in positive and productive ways. Creating an open dialogue is paramount. It is crucial to establish a healthy legal framework, ensuring consumers are protected and innovation and economic development flourish.

For more information, including live and virtual tickets, go to www.governmentstockchainfoundation.org.

Source: GBA

© Copyright 2021 ACN Newswire. All rights reserved.
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

September 13, 2021 at 10:53 PM EDT

Washington, D.C., Sept. 13, 2021 – (ACN Newswire) – In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Deal. Language in the bill suggests that $265 billion in funding will come from enforcing tax reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, President Biden stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, owns cryptocurrency. Further research from The Ascent, a NerdWallet service, projects that 20% of Americans who have never used cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "investors" tasked with funding the infrastructure bill. Are the tax and crypto rules being applied against each other? Are capital flight shocker the power of the US dollar, or Congress responding to saving the "subject"?

This fall, the Government Blockchain Association (GBA) (www.govblock.org) has partnered with a coalition of blockchain associations to present Blockchain & Infrastructure: a two-day hybrid event coupling an educational summit with a networking reception. As the details of blockchain and cryptocurrency (first through Congress, one thing is crystal clear: government regulation of this technology is on the table NOW. Government policy makers need relevant information to craft the legislation being demanded of them. This 2 day seminar is a crash course in that education.

On Tuesday morning, September 20, GBA's evening reception will introduce law makers and government leaders to the people and organizations using this technology in positive and productive ways. Creating an open dialogue is paramount if we are to establish a healthy legal framework where consumers are protected and innovation and economic development flourish.

For more information, including live and virtual tickets, go to www.governmentblockchainfoundation.org.

Source: GBA
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The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascend, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the flat and crypto sides
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

Published: Sept. 13, 2021 at 11:23 a.m. FT

Sep 13, 2021 Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 (ICN Newswire via COMTEX) — In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $78 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, Nasdaq stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further, research from The Ascent, a Motley Fool service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto “brokers” tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the fiat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the ‘culprit’?

This fall, the Government Blockchain Association (GBA) (www.gbglobal.org) has partnered with a
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency
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Featured News

Ellis Martin Report: Desert Mountain Energy (CVE: DME) CEO Robert Rohling Comments on Gas in Place for Discovery Well 4

Ellis Martin for a conversation with Robert Rohling, the CEO of Desert Mountain Energy Corp. (CVE: DME) (OTCQX:DFMNF). This week, the company released a report on the gases discovered during the drilling operation of its 100% owned Desert Sun Project in northern New South Wales. The report revealed broad thickness and grades of significant uranium, gold mineralization in the primary drilling program at its 100% owned Desert Sun Project in northern New South Wales.

White Gold Mining Ltd (ASX: WGM) Drill Assay Results for Hunter West, Red Mountain, Alaska

White Gold Mining Limited (ASX: WGM) ("WGM" or the "Company") is pleased to announce the final drill assay results from the 2022 field season.

Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency
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Washington, D.C., Sep 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $28 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency.
Government Wakes Up To Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system? Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 – (ACN Newswire) – In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part ...
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https://markets.financialcontent.com/spoke/news/read/41798619/government_wakes_up_to_blockchain_&_cryptocurrency
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

Washington, D.C., Sept 13, 2021 (ACN Newswire). - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this bill mandates that $33 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-avoiding requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier,公社 stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, own some cryptocurrency. Further, research from The World, a Medley Group service, predicts that over 25% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the list of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the infrastructure bill. As the retail and crypto valuations being pulled against each other, the power of the US dollar is Congress responsible for having the "sigh?"

This fall, the Government Blockchain Association (GBA) (www.govblockchain.org) has partnered with a coalition of blockchain associations to present Blockchain & Infrastructure: a two-day hybrid event offering an educational webinar with a networking reception. As the debate over blockchain and cryptocurrency funded through Congress, one thing is crystal clear: government regulation of this technology is on the table. How? Government policy makers need research information to draft the legislation being demanded of them. This 2-day summit is a must-attend in that discussion.

On Tuesday evening, September 28th, GBA's evening reception will introduce law makers and government leaders to the people and organizations using this technology in positive and productive ways. Creating open dialogues is paramount if we are to establish a healthy legal framework where consumers are protected and innovation and economic development flourish.

For more information, including live and virtual Tickets, go to www.govblockchainfoundation.org.

Source: GBA
Copyright 2021 ACN Newswire. All rights reserved.

https://markets.financialcontent.com/streetinsider/news/read/41798619/government_wakes_up_to_blockchain_&_cryptocurrency
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https://markets.financialcontent.com/fatpitch.valueinvestingnews/news/read/41798619/government_wakes_up_to_blockchain&_cryptocurrency
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

By ACN News

September 13, 2021

Washington, D.C., Sept. 13, 2021 (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Budget Bill. Language in this Bill suggests that $26 Billion is being put aside from enforcing tax reporting requirements on cryptocurrency transactions. A cryptocurrency 'broker' is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, reports indicated that 17% of the US population or roughly 40 million Americans, now use cryptocurrency. Further research from Chainalysis, a blockchain forensics firm, indicates that nearly 30% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another $60 billion Americans to the ranks of crypto 'brokers' tasked with fulfilling the infrastructure Bill. Are the tax and crypto rules being written against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the 'capital'?

This fall, the Government Blockchain Association (GBA) (www.gbainc.org) has partnered with a coalition of blockchain associations to present Blockchain & Infrastructure, a two-day hybrid event comprising an educational seminar with a networking reception. As the debate over blockchain and cryptocurrency rages through Congress, one thing is crystal clear: government regulation of this technology is on the table. How Government policy makers need relevant information to craft legislation that is beneficial to all. The 3-day seminar is a must-see course in that education.

On Tuesday evening, September 28, GBA's evening reception will introduce lawmakers and government leaders to the people and organizations using this technology to improve and streamline processes. Creating open dialogue on paramount issues is to establish a healthy legal framework where consumers are protected and innovation and economic development flourish.

For more information, including live and virtual Tickets, go to www.governmentblockchainassociation.org

Source: GBA

Copyright 2021 ACN Newswire. All rights reserved.
Government Wakes up to Blockchain & Cryptocurrency

The US dollar is eroding, & cryptocurrency use is rising. Will this trend hurt the global economic system?

Washington, D.C., Sept. 13, 2021 - (ACN Newswire) - In August, the US Senate approved the $1.3 Trillion Infrastructure Bill, as part of the $3.5 Trillion Gilead Bill. Language in this bill suggests that $20 Billion in funding will come from enforcing tax-reporting requirements on cryptocurrency brokers. A cryptocurrency broker is anyone who buys or sells cryptocurrency. Just months earlier, NASDAQ stated that 17% of the US population, or roughly 46 million Americans, now own cryptocurrency. Further research from The Ascent, a Holley Financial service, predicts that over 20% of Americans who have never before owned cryptocurrency, are expected to buy crypto in the next year. This would add another 50 million Americans to the team of crypto "brokers" tasked with funding the Infrastructure Bill. Are the flat and crypto sides being pitted against each other? As capital flight shrinks the power of the US dollar, is Congress responding by taxing the "output"?
Zoom Info

https://www.zoominfo.com/c/blockchain-companies/363475940